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about us

The Working Capitol, founded in
2015 is a co-working and lifestyle
hub anchoring the Keong Saik
neighbourhood with its 70,000
square foot Campus. Focused on
creating solutions based office
space, it offers a unique experience
through the adaptive re-use of
conservation buildings, bringing the
future of workplace into a
historically rich neighbourhood.
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The Working Capitol in partnership
with Rapyd and Singapore Fintech
Festival launched Fintech Week
2020 hosted at our Keong Saik
Campus on the 7th to 11th of
December 2020. Participants had
the opportunity to join both physical
and virtual sessions - deep diving
into relevant topics in the fintech
industry. With a growing fintech
community across all growth stages
- from new startups to unicorns, The
Working Capitol has embraced its
role as a fintech hub.

fintech week
summary
The Working Capitol’s fintech community
came together to create a stellar agenda of
programming we ran as satellite events
and a virtual sessions in partnership with
Singapore Fintech Festival.
Programming ran from our 89 Neil Road
and 1 Keong Saik Campus buildings,
showcasing our resilient community of
fintech members. The sessions addressed
some of fintech’s most relevant needs and
topics – In line with Singapore Fintech
Festival’s daily themes.
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day one
Day 1
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presented by

session name:
The World Beyond Cards:
Unlocking E-Commerce Growth
Through Local Payments
date:
7 Dec 2020
time:
1PM-2PM
speakers:
Tom Kang – Business Development
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synopsis
The total amount of money
transacted within the e-commerce
market this year has increased
exponentially due to the 40
million new people starting online
shopping for the first time. With
the growth of non-card payments
such as e-wallets are projected to
expand globally in the years to
come. In Singapore, 70% of
online payments are done
through locally preferred methods
like credit/debit card, bank
transfers are said to decline with
the rise of e-wallet payments and
cryptocurrency ecosystem.
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notes
Non-card payments are expected to expand globally.
Both Retail $ and traffic is growing in e-commerce
Top ecommerce markets: China (domestic payments), USA
(international payments)
40 million new people came up for online shopping
70% of online payments are done through locally preferred
methods
Locally relevant checkouts include:
• Local E-Wallets
• Cash
• Local Cards
• Bank Transfers
3
•
•
•
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components of a payment stack for a business:
Account Receivable
Intra-company
Account Payable

notable q&a
1. What is the geographics that
Spenmo is focusing on now?

Only Singapore for now. Before
internationalizing the business,
payment flow and methods vary in
different countries due to local
preferences. Hence, it will have to be
planned differently for each country.
Right now, the focus is to get things
right in Singapore.
2. How do you convince traditional
banks to work with and for you?

Traditional banks also need Fintech
companies. Through collaborations
we can work with each other to
make ends meet. A Fintech
company can explain how they are
better than a traditional bank in
terms of tech – Highlight the benefits
of collaboration and can solve their
pain-points.
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key takeaways
1. Localizing payment experience in each country
is costly and confusing. This is
due to:
•
•
•

Expensive to integrate
Many gateways are card-focused
Local preferences are always changing

2. Card-payments can potentially be on the
decline due to the rise of e-wallet payments and
cryptocurrency ecosystems.
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day two
Day 1
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presented by

session name:
A Case For Card Issuing &
Key Steps From Inception
To Launch
date:
8 Dec 2020
time:
3PM - 4PM
speakers:
Lakshmi Rajagopalan – Director of Program
Management & Delivery (Rapyd)
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synopsis
Card issuing is a growing habit that
people and businesses are
adopting to make use of the
benefits that these cards can
provide them by making their
everyday lives easier. Many are
spoilt with choice from choosing
either a virtual or physical card for
personal use, due to various
upsides. Based on experience many
are adopting these new habits.
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notes
What is Card Issuing (CI)?
It is the process of issuing cards, so they can transact with
these cards.
It’s also the opportunity to build up ecosystems and establish
financial services on top of their basic services. Such as
offering at marketplaces, grocery stores, etc.
The Challenges of Card Issuing
• Historically dominated by traditional players and was
restricted to large brands. (There was no innovation for
small players)
• Access to card issuing restricted to selected geographies.
• Hefty fees make issuing inaccessible to new potential
entrants.
• Network relationships expensive and difficult to maintain.
• Lack of holistic solutions available (Specially created for
one client and cannot be used by another client)
• Global trend towards the democratization of CI
• Brands begin to use their own cards and own the
experience
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notes
Benefits of CI Platforms
Allow businesses to focus on core value proposition
Provide an end-to-end solution
Payments platform: One-stop shop. RAPYD is a collect, disperse
Card Issuer and solves the pain point of their clients
A New Case for Card Issuing
Build new products Eg: Grab who expanded to financial
services, like the grab pay wallet.
Provide financial service to current users – again, Grab’s case.
Create employee or agent programs à Payrolls, etc.
Transact money à Eg: Apple. Monetizing the transaction that
happens on the card.

Client Integration à Virtual Card (6 week timeline)
Card design and validation à Card manufacturing &
Personalization à physical cards (12 week timeline)
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notes
Things needed to be done to issue cards:
BIN Sponsor ship & Mngt, Virtual/Physical card issuing, User
onboarding, client portal (review and manage, look at
transaction reports) needs an interface, card design,
production and fulfilment.

•
•
•
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Rapyd has over 900+ payment wallets to fund / top-up
and funds-out / remittances
Global FX system
Transaction monitoring: spending limit, how many
transactions per day, can use in grocery stores or F&B only,
can withdraw in ATM, etc. (For personalization, how they
want their card to be used)

notable q&a
1. Will people move into adopting
the use of virtual cards as
opposed to physical cards in the
future?

People are trying out more of both
physical and virtual cards - to find
out what works for them in the
future. In terms of virtual, the
tendency has picked up over recent
months. For physical cards, the addons of card personalization and
branding on physical cards has
encouraged people to pick them up
as well.
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notable q&a
2. What is the trigger for clients to
get into Card Issuing?

The trigger varies towards different
groups of people. Such as what is
the work you are going to take on,
the brand, business model and
more.
Clients must define: What is the
work you are going to take on, the
brand, business model, size of
which it is operating.
Fintech provide an avenue that is
not done by traditional players.
The price is an aspect of who are
the voids.
It is an opportunity that is available
but price sensitivity for card issuing
is less of an option.

26

key takeaways
1. Even though there is a push towards going digital, physical
cards are here to stay with a strong uptick in people open
to using them as well.
2. The timeline of making and producing virtual cards usually
takes only up to 6 weeks. Which is half the time of a
physical card (which can take up to 12 weeks).
3. Card issuing is now accessible to many. Compared to
before, where it was only available to big players in the
market.
4. With each day passing by, there can be a new case for
card issuing in the future. Like how the use of transacting
money and providing financial services came up in
recent years.
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presented by

session name:
Fireside Chat: Fintech At The
Service of Marketplaces
date:
8 Dec 2020
time:
4PM-5PM
speakers:
Chaitanya Anand – Director of Business
Development (Rapyd)
Anurag Avulua – CEO & Co-founder (Shopmatic)
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synopsis
In this digital age, it is key that
business owners and entrepreneurs
have an online presence for their
business. Be it on social media, ecommerce platforms or website, it
will reap many benefits. The
presence of COVID-19 has helped
many people realize that it is
essential for their business to go
online as another channel for
revenue and growth and not
depend on traditional
business models.
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notes
How did Shopmatic come to be?

The idea was born when Anurag was working with PayPal, he
realized that many merchants and customers wanted to bring
their business online but did not know how to do so. Facing
issues like:
• What is HTML?
• How and what is shipping like?
• Creating payment terms, etc.
• From there, his goal was to help small SMEs, start-ups, etc.
bring their businesses online in a seamless manner.
This year, Shopmatic’s revenue hit $10-11 million, which was
an increase largely due to many businesses going online for
the first time. This resulted in a great amount of traffic for the
company.
What’s been your #1 learning point?

Product and determination must be aligned with what
customers truly want.
In emerging markets, they took a different path and that was
to be very focused on the environment existing in the markets.
What they need and how to build a solution for them to solve
people’s pain points.
Staying local and relevant in each market is important for
success as these factors vary in each country.
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notes
How does Shopmatic help businesses start-up faster?

Everything that an entrepreneur or business wants to do with
building an e-commerce space can be done through
Shopmatic’s online platform
Will there be new markets for Shopmatic?

Management will be focusing on countries like the Philippines,
Indonesia, Vietnam, and Thailand.
Will look at middle east and Africa as well.
Targeting SMEs and individual entrepreneurs.
The Ecosystem is quite wide and boils down to social media
and how merchants can share their products to Facebook,
Instagram. As well as marketing their merchant’s products on
platforms like Lazada, Shoppee, Qoo10.
amount of traffic for the company.
Do I need to be a professional to launch my business online?

No, there is an assistant that can help merchants build and
personalize their business online.
Channels: Help sell merchants products and services on
different platforms like those mentioned above. The more the
channels and more opportunities for Merchants to sell their
products.
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notes
In terms of going forward, what would Anurag be looking
forward to within the e-commerce space and Shopmatic?

•
•

Significant headroom in the digital commerce space and
look at markets that can contribute to that growth.
Lots of planning on growth and expansion.

Key Learnings

•
•
•

•
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More folks moving to the online space due to COVID-19.
People going digital is a must at this point in time.
40% of online transactions this year are 1st time buyers
(whole new market) being created in terms of consumers
who have gone online to purchase, and this helps
Shopmatic and their merchants grow.
Case study Eg: grocery shops in India to market their
products to a residence near them when COVID-19
became present.

notable q&a
1. What are a few things that
Shopmatic looks for in payment
provider features?

•
•

Local payment options (super
critical), locally driven
Excrobe play, how to deal with
deliveries and payment etc

2. For 1st time entrepreneurs, I want to
know what are the shortcuts that I
should be aware of when building their
e-commerce page.

There is no shortcut. An entrepreneur
must have grit and resilience. For
anyone who started a company, there
will be a lot of ups and an incredibly
number of downs at first. Your idea has
to be sound and thought through and
you cannot just get into a business
without it. Whoever is wanting to start a
business I recommend you get a team
that you can count and rely on. The
path to success is not going to be easy
and there are no shortcuts.
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notable q&a
3. What are the products and services
that merchants go online for in their
first time?

One is largely the fashion and
accessory industry. Home décor and
food packages. It differs by market.
One of the plays that Shopmatic has
seen this year in countries such as
Singapore is the hyper-local delivery.

4. Will Shopmatic do something like
Facebook Live? Is it a feature in
Shopmatic now?

Watch the space as they are doing
some work on that. We plan to make
sure all channels are relevant and
utilized. Leveraging with what
Facebook live has and its capabilities
makes it quite interesting.
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notable q&a
5. What’s one piece of advice for
business owners out there who are
already online or are looking to go
online for the first time?

This is not an option and is a must for
business to go digital. Platforms that
enable merchants to market their
products online and make that happen
effectively are the ones who succeed in
this environment now.

key
takeaways
1. Digitalization and e-commerce are
essential for business in this day.
2. Business must not always rely on one channel for
revenue.
3. The pandemic helped many people to learn on how
to diversify their business model.
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day three
Day 1
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presented by

session name:
Regulatory Trends: Boon & Bane
For Fintech Companies
date:
9 Dec 2020
time:
11AM-11.45AM
speakers:
Seha Yatim – Senior Policy Analyst (Access Partnership)
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synopsis
Through forecasts, the digital
payment market size, share, and
growth is set to increase
throughout the next 5 years
around the world. Since many
countries are moving towards the
age of digitalization, responsible
government bodies are
encouraging societies to go
cashless. Resulting in the e-wallet
market value to reach $1 trillion
by the end of 2020.
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notes
•
•

•
•

E-wallet payment growth in the e-commerce market in
Asia-Pacific.
The world has seen a tremendous growth in the usage of
financial apps in the world of COVID-19 (Japan, South
Korea, etc.)
Government around the Asia-Pacific are also interested to
grow in the fintech sector.
Zooming into Singapore, the MAS developed a master
plan to develop the fintech industry here.

Why the interest from governments?
• Digital inclusion
• Economic growth
• Financial center
• Distribute monetary welfare in a trusted well-mannered
way to reach everyone (eg: in countries like India)
COVID-19 drove governments to find alternative tax revenues
such as
• Announcing the intention for digital tax
• Implemented/implementing digital tax
Data sovereignty
• Countries getting heavily regulated across the
Asia-Pacific region
Impact:
• Compliance à Liabilities à Ecosystems à Competitiveness
à Acquisitions
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notable q&a
1. Beyond engaging and educating
government and regulators in this
technology, what are the 2 key points
that fintech companies can take away
to make sure they are on top of things?

Before engaging government and
regulators, it is vital to understand policies
around the globe, how regulators influence
one another. Competitive regulators
understand those type of dynamics is useful.
Hence, can be helpful to organization.
2. There are 4 new banking
licensed companies such as
Grab. Is this move to include
more non-traditional
institutional for the finance
industry a good one or not?

In the traditional bank’s perspective, there
is nothing that these fintech companies can
do that they cannot. Increased competition
from fintech companies will spur
incumbents to innovate at the same speed.
But at the backend, fintech companies may
still depend on traditional banks on things
like settlement accounts. So in the long run,
fintech firms may continue to be dependent
on banks if regulations are
not changed.
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key takeaways
1. The use of e-wallets around the world is growing.
2. More government are coming up with ways to support the
upcoming fintech industry.
3. Governments are working towards digital transformation.
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presented by

session name:
International Expansion &
Payments Locationlization
date:
9 December 2020
time:
3PM-4PM
speakers:
Simo Figuigui - Regional Business
Development (Rapyd)
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synopsis
Localization is crucial for
businesses to implement in order
to cater to a specific target
market. The goal of localization
is for businesses to change how
they carry out their activities to
keep and stay relevant to their
identified audience. Thus, it is
important because localizing
one’s content can reap benefits
like finding new opportunities,
growing revenue, providing a
better experience, and building
closer customer relationships.
Which will help the business be
sustainable and profitable.
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notes
Expanding into new markets can be challenging and
complex. Some of the challenges that businesses can face
are:
• Laws, compliance, and regulatory issues
• Language and cultural differences in each country
• Supply chains, distributions, and packaging
• Local compensation and market expertise
• Payment methods
Payment Methods:
Localization defines winners against the losers. One case
study can be the strong competition between Grab and Uber
in the Asia-Pacific market.
Why did Grab win VS. Uber in this market?
Grab à Grab localized their advertisements to local
languages, preferences and understood each country’s
culture better as they have more experience in these
markets. Apart from that, they also implemented the use of
e-wallets like Grab-Pay.
Uber à Used only English language in their advertisements,
did not localize their advertisements to what people would
look for, were not compliant with regulators and had no
prior experience in doing business in the Asia-Pacific market.
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notes
Challenges of payment localization:

•
•
•
•

•

Fraud and risk factors
Find the right partners to build teams
Managing risk
An example for payments localization in Singapore would
be the Singapore Quick Response Code (SGQR). This QR
code is the world’s first-ever unified payment QR code. This
scheme is co-owned by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS) and the Infocomm Media Development
Authority (IMDA).
This QR code combines numerous payment QR codes into
a single-labelled QR code. Which has made it easier for
consumers and merchants to make transactions.

The national QR code will also allow consumers to scan and
transfer money between 27 different e-payment apps like
GrabPay, Nets, DBS PayLah!, etc.
Benefits for consumers à Prevents confusion for them when
there are multiple QR codes labelled at merchants’ storefronts
or at cashier counters.
Benefits for merchants à Less clutter at merchant’s storefronts
and cashier counters as they would only have to display a
single-labelled QR code. This digitalized e-payment solution is
also infrastructure light. Which means that merchant’s do not
need to get or use point-of-sale terminals to run their everyday
business activities.
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key takeaways
1. With Singapore being the first to implement such
scheme, we can expect more countries to develop
such schemes for their e-payment solution in the
coming months.
2. The SGQR code has made carrying out transactions
between customers and merchants easier.
3. With this step of implementing the SGQR code in
Singapore, this will help the country to slowly move
towards becoming a cashless nation.
4. Localization strategy is crucial for businesses when
they expand into new markets.
5. Localization strategy is a very broad topic. From
understanding locals needs, demands and
preferences to understanding the different methods
they use often.
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presented by

session name:
Real-Time Payments: The Need
For Speed
date:
9 December 2020
time:
4PM-5PM
speakers:
Zennon Kapron - Asia Financial Technology
Consulting & Research (Kapronasia)
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synopsis
Real Time Payments are the new
normal. While governments create
the infrastructure, it will be up to
the private sector to layer on new
functionalities, solve challenges
and innovate towards cross-border
RTP solutions. Singapore’s
adoption of Paynow has been a
good example of how RTP can
reach critical mass and widespread
adoption to integrate RTP into
consumer and merchant habits.
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notes
ACH Giro or Wire are current ways to send money
Better solution – Real Time Payment (RTP) network
Solves speed, cost and data problem)
Can set up diff proxies (no swift required or branch
code)
RTP have less errors, validity checks, more consumer
confidence & offers real-time feedback
How Zannon sees this setup in APAC:

• RTP as new normal – either through a banking app
or web-based
• Asia was birthplace of Real Time Payment (Japan)
• Modernization of payments then went further in UK
in 2008
• Regulatory-Driven
• Many un-updated payment systems
• Not a technology problem
• Standards and operational problem – adoption
• Asia has really driven this transition to RTP creating a
new normal
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notes
• New products and services layered on top for
individual or SME use
• RTP helps with cashflow especially for SMEs
• Last 5-10 years the implementation has been
exciting
• Paynow is just the start!
• FAST vs Paynow
• FAST network is the RTP system
• Paynow is the proxy service layered on top –
associating a phone number
RTP on a Cross-Boarder Basis

• Would have moved faster without COVID
• ASEAN is a growth area, will see more links within RTP
systems
• Ex. Paynow and PromptPay (Thailand) scan QR code in
SG/TH
• But no overarching system – it will instead come down
to bi-lateral agreements between 2 countries, for every
transaction to then make up the network as a whole –
which is what the consumers and merchants need
(therefore helping growth of economy)
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notes
Transformation of payments in China

• Alipay Solution changed the scene in
2003/2004 implemented escrow system –
solved the issue of trust in payment in China
• Created financial product and democratized
access addressing that point of friction
• ANT Group, Tencent then followed to solve
more points of friction in the marketplace
What kind of challenges do you foresee as
businesses and consumers start adopting this
technology?

• Fraud, QR code fraud
• Banks have costs to enter ecosystems (SG solved it
with FAST), they need to figure out the business
model behind it that makes sense for them
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notes
Direct access to FAST by non-banking institutions.
What the role of letting non-Banks participate?

• Comes down to cost
• Ex. Transferwise has gained access to FAST through
a local partner bank to gain that functionality and
connect into the FAST network (could involve less
cost)
• Having access to FAST may not change the game for
Fintechs though
• Cash on Delivery (COD) was standard but not ideal
(trust issues)
• China’s UnionPay wasn’t reputable
• There were ripple effects – People kept more money
in their wallets and they launched a wealth
management products
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notes
• Network provides more functionality and features,
tech companies are able to adapt and give access to
consumers/business, so they can further accelerate
the adoption of this technology
• RTP have ebbed and flowed over a number of years.
• Still many challenges the region faces – a lot of
regions that are underserved by FI and access.
• End of the day, RTP will benefit everyone.
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key takeaways
• RTP is the new Normal and is here to stay – as digital
banking solutions will only continue to expand.
• Collaboration is key for cross-border payments and
will largely be bi-lateral in ASEAN
• Solving the point of friction for consumers is
something that the private sector will need to
address
• Governments like Singapore have been instrumental
in leading ot widespread adoption of RTP.
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notable q&a
1. The best governing/ownership
model Real Time Networks – What
Is The Most Success Model of
Operating These Networks?

SG is streamlined – with one
direction from GOV
• Public initiative pushed by Gov
• Implementation domestically
need to be done by gov
Cross-border
• It’s different because of
multiple currencies and it gets
more complicated – who owns
the network, what currency the
payment’s settled in.
• In ASEAN its complex, in EU it’s
much easier in terms of
governance and currency but in
Asia we don’t have that.
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notable q&a
• Paynow as an example – gov
pushed for it, and gov should
be involved in KYC, but then
private sector should innovate
on top of that once the
infrastructure is in place.
• Outside of standardization and
interoperability between
networks (with QR codes) gov
should get out of the way
• Where they’ve seen most
development is where there
are progressive Governments
who opens it up to have access
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day four
Day 1
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presented by

session name:
What You Need to Know About
Digital Disbursements
date:
10 Dec 2020
time:
1PM-2PM
speakers:
Aitor Gomez – Head of Sales and Business
Development in APAC (Rapyd)
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synopsis
Digital disbursements have been
designed to assist businesses to
reduce costs of making
transactions and the time needed
to receive or transfer funds to
consumers. This makes the
application an efficient digitalized
solution for sending or receiving
payments quickly
and securely.
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notes
The payout market and key challenges:
• Multi-vendor orchestration
• Sub-optimal scalability
• Oversight
2020 state of disbursement in Asia-Pacific outlook:
Differences across the region, it’s a well diversified region,
behaviors, habits, and preferences
• Must serve different trends in different markets.
Financial product usage is consistent across the region, but
the usage of financial apps varies:
• Most consumers across the survey have logged into their
online banking account in the last three months
• Consumers are also logging into e-wallet applications
every month
Beneficiaries desire security, speed and low-cost alternatives:
• Security: Dominates consumers desires when receiving
funds (82% of Indians and 80% of Taiwanese voiced that
security of their personal information is very important)
• The cost of disbursement: Respondents do not want to get
charged a transaction fee when they receive funds
• Speed: Consumers prefer speedy transactions where they
can use the funds immediately.
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notes
Winning at Global Disbursements requires a single interface:

•
•
•

Single global API and SDK: Rapyd Disburse
External Reach à Global cash disburse capabilities to
stores and ATMs, electronic payouts and FX 65+ currencies
Efficiency and Effectiveness à Turnkey KYC and AML, own
your user experiences and end-to-end settlement pricing
and reconciliation.

It is important to look at payout and disbursements as there
are relevant to consumers in each of the markets.
• For example, à Locals in Thailand usually receive cash for
their salary instead of bank transfer or cheque. Hence, will
lead them to make more transactions in cash rather than
through online methods.
Rapyd Disburse product highlights:
1. Reach
Expand your existing global payout strategy
Need to find locally relevant methods in countries. Single
provider single platform for single integration to reach
internationally.
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notes
2. Speed
Enter new markets faster.
What is the pricing, with 1 provider, building their market faster
3. Tech
Built-in must have features means you can focus on your
business, not infrastructure.
Such as: Anti-fraud (fraud management system), compliance,
foreign exchange, reporting and reconciliation.
Rapyd disburse use cases:
1. B2C Mass disbursements
They want to receive funds in the methods they use often, or even
in cash.
2. C2C remit (P2P)
Multiple places globally, remittances is important to them, speed
is faster and have access to those rates and is cost-effective
3. B2B payouts
Single platform, integration, reconciliation
Single global API
single cloud+ micro-services platform
Regulatory compliance
Collect and disburse in 1 platform
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notable q&a
1. What about the receiving of funds?
Besides my DBS multi-currency account,
what other challenges are there to
globalize payments from receiving funds
from other countries?

•

•

•
•

•

•
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We must always stay locally relevant, finding
the preferred way of payment and the
infrastructure.
We have to find out what is the right way or
plan to put in the market for consumers to
make a transaction.
With the right market partners, it is
possible. Partners will give you a variety of
rates.
Reliability and security that require tradeoffs from companies that is preferred due to
these concerns.
Lastly, it is important to have a partner and
platform who can have access to different
rates through a single partner and platform
so that there is a clear path of
communication and no tension if problem
arises.

key takeaways
•

Digital disbursement gives customers what they
want. A fast and secure way to send and receive
funds.

•

Digital disbursements have helped businesses to
make even more transactions than before, with less
time and increased efficiency. Which increases their
overall productivity.

•

To remain competitive in each industry, more and
more businesses are turning towards digital
disbursements for insurance claims, rewards, rebates
and other payments.
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presented by

session name:
Bi-directional payments for
Online Marketplaces & Platforms
date:
10 Dec 2020
time:
2-3PM
speakers:
Chaitanya Anand - Director of Business Development
(Rapyd)
Kenneth Low - Co-Founder & Chief Marketing Officer
(Arcadier)
Evelina - Partnerships and New Business Manager
(Arcadier)
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synopsis
This AMA featuring Chaitanya
(Rapyd), Kenneth and Evelina
(Arcadier) covered emerging
trends and learnings from
online marketplaces brought on
by the year’s circumstances,
predications for 2021 and the
synergies between marketplace
builders and payment platforms.
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notes
Arcadier was set up in 2013 when co-founders Kenneth
Low and Dinuke Ranasinghe (both working at Paypal at the
time) saw the demand for marketplaces increasing. Set up
with the intention to provide greater accessibility to
marketplace technology, Arcadier democratizes the setting
up of marketplaces and allows anyone to set up an online
marketplace in a matter of minutes.
Transacting in goods and services has always been
something that’s an integral part of society. Online
marketplaces of today are simply an evolution of digital
stores - Just like physical high street malls consolidated to
become shopping malls. There’s has always been inertia to
have to search for solutions in multiple locations and
marketplaces (regardless of their form) have always
provided consumers with a solution to this pain point.
The familiarity people have with marketplaces coupled with
the increase in popularity of the sharing economy (ride
share, delivery services etc) has driven, and will continue to
drive the popularity of online marketplaces.
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notes
One of the challenges that impedes the scaling of
marketplaces is cross border payments. It’s important to
ensure that payment partners are able to provide trusted
and seamless payment options. A company like Rapyd
supports 900+ payment methods in over 100 countries.
Payment product lines that are becoming more in
demand are:

Simplified check-outs – Plug ins and simple pages that
support multiple payment methods and are intuitive to use.
Increased trust – Escrow solutions help buyers feel more at
ease with dealing with sellers they don’t have a history with.
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notable q&a
1. How has Covid influenced
specific types of business and has it
driven any specific feature requests?

Any businesses that had been
predominately offline suffered the
most. For example, high street
stores, mom and pop businesses
and shopping malls. With access to
hospitals being cut off in some parts
of the world, the medical industry
has also had to find a way to
provide support to their customers
using alternative channels.
With gyms and classes being
examples of two impacted
industries, specific requests driven
by Covid include integrations to
schedule, take deposits and share
teaching materials
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notable q&a
2. How does Arcadier fit in when it
comes to the rise in popularity of
live stream selling?

Arcadier along with its partners can
support the blended online-office
structure of live-stream selling. An
example of this is the first-ever mall
live streaming event they did for
Suntec City Mall in June
(https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/
companies-markets/sunteclaunches-livestream-shopping-tolure-customers-back-to-malls).
Arcadier enabled the check-out
system while Rapyd facilitated
payments.
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key takeaways
When it comes to setting up your own marketplace,
the fundamental things to consider are:

•
•
•
•
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A solid and strategic business plan
Starting small and adjusting for customer experience and
needs
A good marketplace platform that’s constantly evolving and
improving
Payment facilitation
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synopsis
The financial services industry
around the world is evolving
through the emergence of new
technology such as artificial
intelligence (AI), Internet of
Things (IoT), blockchain and
more. Combined with the everchanging customer preferences
and expectations, this industry
has been redefined on how to
deliver services. Therefore,
Financial Institutions are starting
to see fintech companies as a
major part of the digital future.
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notes
What does Manoj look for in a partnership model?
• It’s all about the clients and how their needs are evolving
and changing everyday
• Look at their demands, needs, challenges and pain-points
• How to create something to solve the issue and
collaborate it with fintech
There are 2 areas of client solution and how to adopt these
practices:
• Continuously advance in technological assets
• Opportunity to collaborate depending on how complex it
is. Try to adopt the most useful method to solve the issue.
• Proactively engage clients to identify challenges and
create opportunities to look for solutions
• Spending time on how to make infrastructure changes
that can be adopted by their clients. In many cases, clients
may not demand for it but this allows the opportunity for
us to embed into clients.
There are bound to be bumps along the road but:
• It is important to ensure that you and the partner are
aligned with what you are going to do and the end goal
that both want to achieve.

•
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Look at opportunities for client à client evolving and find
the best solution possible, market clientele that they want
to target, their long-term journey and how JPMorgan can
help clients to scalpel them up to their goals.

notes
How has COVID-19 affected how JPMorgan face their clients?
• Realize that things have gone from physical to virtual
• People are focused on their health and safety
• How to change their business model and change business
activities that happen physically to virtually in an efficient
manner
Helping the JPMorgan team outside of Singapore:
• 70 to 80% of employees are working from home
• Since COVID-19 struck in December 2019, JPMorgan
ensured that the infrastructure was prepared to handle the
possible risks and outcomes that might come with it
• JPMorgan managed the situation through automation

key takeaways
1. Financial institutions (FI’s) are more likely to
collaborate than to compete with fintechs.
2. To overcome barriers like fintech approval,
development and setting benchmarks, incumbents
should implement a fast-fail approach to fintech
experimentation and establish an engagement path
with a single point of initial contact.
3. Moving forward, consolidation is likely as fintechs
seek more traction in the market and FI’s look for
more sophisticated partners.
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day five
Day 1
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synopsis
Sustained business success
requires a high-performance
organization. The key challenge
founders face is determining
where and how to start the
business. Although some
companies may grow fast during
their start-up phase, not many
deserve the right to. Start-ups
should prioritize and focus on
profitability, sustainability and
capturing opportunities with
guaranteed outcomes.
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notes
Jet8 is a platform that any entity can launch their whitelabelled Instagram-like app.

•

•
•

•

The main difference is that the user earns money from all
the comments likes and shares that they generate on the
platform (user engagement)
Users can embellish the content that has a brand
message in it
Jet8 was democratic and rewarded those with influence
and engagement work à people earning the dollar
creating the content.
Users then can use the money and buy data for
themselves à “to go shopping” within the ecosystem.

Jet8 is built in a centralized platform where advertisers can
reward micro-influencers with ‘jet tokens.’

•
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Example: People that use one of their start-up apps and
post content of a particular brand can pay these people
for the number of impressions their post gets.

notes
How did J8 start?

•

In 2012, Joshua’s friend had an active incubator and had 13
start-ups in it. His friend’s difficulty was that these start-ups
were not growing at the rate they wanted to. Besides that, the
co-founder struggled to raise funds in Southern Europe.

•

Joshua then helped by using his experience in Southeast Asia,
to raise money and move the incubator to Indonesia as a test
market for these start-ups as these were the growing markets
compared to Southern Europe at that time.

•

He managed to raised funds and basically supported these
start-ups and helped them grow in Indonesia.

•

He and his team then learnt about the importance of user
acquisition and understand certain behaviors of users.

•

The next problem they faced was since all these start-ups
were growing. How could the company monetize this growth.
Hence, they pivoted to become a tech company.
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notes
Through their Apps - a lot of user numbers and regionally
stared to take off.
They also had a great network of investors and mentors that
supported their aim.
Their early wins – realizing what apps were growing quickly,
users are all embellishing in content with digital assets
(stickers, frames, emojis)

•
•
•
•

But how could they monetize this?
Branding the stickers
They were able to get clients like Mr Donut, Avon
Philippines, Universal Robina Corporation (URC)
How? Perhaps because in the Philippines market they are
more open to trying new platforms – that’s how Jet8
successfully managed to get these brands as clients

Growth
• The app proved to get similar if not more engagement
compared to Facebook and Instagram.
• Users metrics were higher than compared to FB,
Instagram, and add-on sales. Which gave Jet8 an early
win.
• After this early win with 1.2 million users in an early day
à why not spend more $ to get more engagement and
maybe even more sales.
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notes
Growth
• Management also understood the importance of Philippines
for the company as they grew their success there and were
very bullish that the Philippines will continue to grow.
• They also made traction in Indonesia but not as much as
they hoped. Since each country’s culture and budget cuts
are different.
• Probably 90% of the $3million raised were closed by Joshua
and Mike Allen (co-founder)
• A lot of agencies were intrigued when showed them early
return on investments and key performance indicators.
The DEN Summit:
They had a very high level and expensive summit in Singapore
called Decentralized Engagement Networks (DENs)

Jet8 management came up with an ICO (initial coin offering)
• Crypto ICOs were becoming very popular and easy and
quick way to raise money.
• They raised the money through people sending in a
cryptocurrency called Ethereum (ETH).
• Jet8 ‘s token was a utility token and ppl could not trade and
can only use it within jet8’s ecosystem for people to buy
products, etc.
• Make sense to have cryptocurrency within their wallet and
ecosystem
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notes
Raising Capital
• Raised $34m by investors or coin buyers when they released
this ICO.
• However, they did not end up with that $34m in their
bank account.
• A lot of commission was paid to the brokers who brought in
these buyers. (About 30-40%)
Lessons Learned:
• People who bought from their ICO also became quite toxic
because they thought that since they are coin holders of
Jet8, they felt that they were shareholders’, and many
wanted to voice their opinions out to the management. As
they could communicate to the management through
platforms like Telegram.

•
.
•
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After they closed the ICO Ethereum (ETH) currency tanked
when they Jet8 were holding it. The value of what they raised
fluctuated based on the value of ETH
By the time they could cash out the ETH, they managed to
raise $6m. Which helped them to fund things like the DEN
and thought that it was the right way to expand and build
teams in Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines and took on South
Africa.

notable q&a
1. What is the driving factor doing
the ICO? What was the biggest
challenge with executing it?

When the whole ICO concept
boomed to raise funds, they figured
that probably the best companies
should do a cryptocurrency. The
biggest challenge was that it was
new and came with many
uncertainties as it was new to
everyone. Hence, they used a lot of
money to get the best people and
lawyers to get what they want while
abiding MAS regulations. The
management was also very focused
on this project for a few months
which took a lot of their focus away
on the sales side of things.
2. Why use Ethereum and not Bitcoin?

There is no value in Bitcoin. Ethereum is built to have
more utility and for some reason Ethereum is the
currency for every ICO. Of course, people could send over
in cash, Ethereum and others but people did not want to
send Bitcoin as it was too expensive at that time.
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key takeaways
Clarity

•
•

•
•
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Identity: Who you are
Customer: know who your customers is what they want,
what they need, fear (even if you have the best idea,
useless if don’t know how what the market wants)
Market: How different markets possess different factors.
Offer: Solutions that solves people’s pain point and
eliminates their problems.
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